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C A N A D A  BELO NG S T O  THE C A N A D IA N  PEOPLE,

N O T  T O  THE U .S . IM PERIALISTS!

Protected by hundreds of police and secret service agents, on June 27th, 1969, Trudeau, the prince of lackeys, greeted his master, imperialist chieftan Richard 
Nixon, at the St.-Lambert Locks on the St.-Lawrence Seaway. They then flew together to Man and His World to greet a so-called "new era of friendship between 
Canada and the United States", meaning a new era of slavishness and sell-out of Canada to U. S. monopolies by the regime of the compradors. Unable to come be
fore the people and defend their ideas or justify their crimes, they were kept well protected and out of sight from the people. 34 illegal "preventative detentions" 
by the Montreal anti-subversive squad and the RCMP could not suppress the opposition to U. S. imperialism becoming known. Just as Nixon began speaking a rev
olutionary youth sitting among the bourgeoisie present jumped to his feet, ran forward, shouted, "NIXON ASSASSIN!", "TRUDEAU TRAITOR!" and shoved a large 
silk portrait of Chairman Mao in Nixon's face. Stunned by this denunciation ., the whole ceremony was cut short and the two fascists quickly left in their helicopters

On Trudeau’s Policies

MARCH 3rd "VISIT” IS A 
PROVOCATION!

On Wednesday, March 3rd, Pierre Trudeau, a servile lackey of United States 
imperialism, is to "visit" Toronto to continue the feverish preparations of the 
Canadian comprador bourgeoisie to unleash a reactionary civil war against the 
people of Quebec.

The national liberation struggle in Quebec is at a very high level. The fascist 
War Measures Act - Public Order Act and the wholesale persecution of patriot
ic workers, students, professional people and national minorities have left the 
Anglo-Canadian colonialists totally divorced from the people behind a shield of 
police, troops and guns. Among the Quebec people it has become crystal clear 
that anarchism and individual acts of desperation will not light the path to nation
al liberation. Patriotic young people are rallying to the revolutionary banner of 
mobilizing the masses for a protracted people's war for national salvation and 
genuine independence. The ruling class has been forced into passivity and is 
desperately making preparations to mobilize the Canadian working class and peo
ple against the Quebec national liberation struggle. This is what Trudeau will 
be up to, publicly in the $50.00-a-plate "dinner" and behind the scenes in closed 
door conferences with local big bourgeoisie.

These last-ditch plans have already failed. The facts eloquently show that the 
Canadian people will rise up to support the just struggle of the Quebec people by 
concretely organizing against our common enemy, U. S. imperialism and the Can
adian compradors here in Canada. One nation that oppresses and subjugates a- 
nother can never be free. Thus, various sections of the Canadian people are now 
on the move. They are brewing a mighty revolutionary storm which will attack 
the U.S. imperialists and their lackies right in their lair. Anti-imperialism is 
the main trend in Canada today. This trend is so strong and deep that the Can
adian compradors are resorting to widespread arrests of revolutionary anti-im
perialists and communists in Canada and they openly admit they are re-organiz
ing the repressive state apparatus to deal with the "new situation" in Canada.
This "new situation" is not the quisling songs of national betrayal but the devel
oping revolution of the Canadian working class and people against Yankee imper
ialist economic, political and cultural subjugation of our nation. We hail this 
"new situation". The progressive sections of Toronto are awaiting the "visit" of 
this traitor, Trudeau.

O f National Betrayal
UNPRECEDENTED SELL-OUT OF CANADIAN LAND AND LABOUR TO UNITED 
STATES MONOPOLIES ESCALATES IN 1968 - FURTHER OPPRESSION OF THE 
CANADIAN PEOPLE AND FURTHER RISE OF ANTI-IMPERIALIST SENTIMENT

Since the 1968 "election" there has been on the part of the Canadian comprador 
ruling class 1) an unprecedented escalation of the sell-out of Canadian land and 
labour to United States monopoly capital and the intensification of the exploitat
ion of the Canadian and Quebec people, 2) an unprecedented increase in fascist 
laws against the working class, the immigrants and national minority work
ers and the Canadian Indian people, and outright fascist aggression has been 
engineered against the national liberation struggle of the Quebec people.
To date there has been over $50 billion invested in Canada by foreign corporat
ions, over $40 billion of this is United States monopoly capital. The take over 
of Canada and Quebec by U. S. imperialism has sharply escalated since 1968:
—Takeover of Canadian firms by foreign (i.e. U.S.) corporations—

1963 - 55 1966 - 74 1969 - 102
1964 - 87 1967 - 79
1965 - 74 1968 - 155

This U.S. imperialist control of Canada's economics, politics and culture; the 
plunder of Canadian natural resources, causes extreme hardship and oppression 
for the Canadian people. AN UPSURGE AGAINST U.S. IMPERIALISM AND ALL 
ITS FIFTH COLUMN IS RAPIDLY DEVELOPING THROUGHOUT CANADA. All 
the collaboration of the Canadian compradors with their U.S. masters is being 
attacked.and all their schemes are becoming the targets of justified condemnat
ion by many sections of the Canadian people.

Direct assistance to U.S. monopoly plunder takes many forms. In 1969, Ford 
Motor Company, under the cover of the "auto pact", was given a $93 million tax 
subsidy. Out-right grants and low-interest, long-term subsidies 
to foreign monopolies from the lackey state machine in Ottawa was $180 million 
between 1965 and 1969 opposed to $178 million to Canadian monpolies. In 1970, 
when the Canadian dollar was "re-valued” to assist U. S, monopoly capital, im
ports became cheaper and exports more expensive. This is now throwing tens 
of thousands of Canadians out of work and American subsidiaries such as Gen
eral Electric are shifting production back to the United States, causing higher 
unemployment and ruining many small businesses. Under the hoax of "protect
ing Canadian sovereignity" there are some "304 million acres in the Canada 
north leased out for foreign oil and gas exploration companies - 69.1% - an in-



credible give away" (Professor L. Johnson in New Canada). (97.9% of petrol
eum and coal products is controlled by U. S. monopoly capital. The U. S. Dept, 
of Commerce also has recently admitted that 94% of U. S. "foreign investment" 
in Canada is financed from the blood and sweat of the Canadian and Quebec work
ing class.)

As demand in the U.S. grows, greater and greater amounts of goods must 
be imported. Canada inevitably has become the focus of America's need and
greed:

Percentage represent proportion of total Canadian production
Resource

19701
exported to the U.S.

% 1980 % 1990 %
Uranium 2,000 tons 50 4,900 tons 70 9,000 tons 90
Iron Ore 30,000,000 tons 80 60,000,000 tons 90 250,000,000 tons 95
Lead 25,000 tons 55 50,000 tons 70 100,000 tons 90
Mercury 5,000 76-lb flasks 15 10,000 flasks 30 25,000 flasks 90
Copper 155,000 tons 50 300,000 tons 70 600,000 tons 95
Potash 3,000,000 tons 98 4,000,000 tons .— 6,000,000 tons —

Zinc 160,000 tons 50 250,000 tons 70 400,000 tons 90
Gold 3,000,000 oz 98 4,000,000 oz — 6,000,000 oz —

Petroleum 145,000,000 bbls 95 300,000,000 bbls — 1 billion bbls —

Natural Gas 1.6 trillion cu ft 98 3 trillion cu ft — 6 trillion cu ft —

Water 100 billion gal 20 200 billion gal 40

Table from New Canada, Canadian Liberation Movement

FASCIST VIOLENCE AND TERROR AGAINST THE PEOPLE TO PROTECT THE 
PLUNDERERS WILL NEVER STOP THE A NT I-IMPERIALIST REVOLUTION OF 
THE CANADIAN AND QUEBEC PEOPLE - IT ONLY INCREASESTHE RESOLVE 
TO STRUGGLE AND TO WIN

Various sections of the Canadian and Quebec people are rising in struggle. The 
most oppressed and exploited sections of Canadian society are: 1) the Native In
dians, 2) immigrant workers, and 3) the Canadian working class. The increas
ing resistance of each section, coupled with the steady advance of the anti-im- 
erialist consciousness of the people and the leading role of the Communist Party 
of Canada (Marxist - Leninist), formed in March, 1970, has greatly shaken the 
Canadian compradors. In an attempt to stem the tide, they have introduced fas
cist legislation against all oppressed sections.

ANTI-LABOUR LEGISLATION
The FEDERAL WOODS REPORT calls for closer cooperation between corporat
ions, union aristocrats and the government to make sure mass democratic means 
are not used by the workers to fight for their rights. Rank and file militancy 
will be curbed by "curbing democracy", by making union leader legally respon
sible to crush the wild-cats and other militant rank and file action and by increas
ing the use of "experts", "technical advisors" and other such anti-democratic 
measures to remove initiative from the hands of the workers. Following these 
guidelines and the guidelines for banning strikes, the provinces have_ eagerly 
begun to attack the workers and outlaw various strikes, pickets and other mil
itant actions. Ontario Bill 167 was denounced by a mass demonstration of ten 
to fifteen thousand workers at Queens Park in Toronto as was the Rand Report 
of the Ontario government. Bill 2 in Saskatchewan was used already to outlaw 
strikes. To smash the tugboat strike in British Columbia, the Bennett regime 
waved the big stick of Bill 33, passed 33 injunctions and $75,000 worth of fines 
against the union. In Quebec "special legislation" was used to outlaw the strike 
of 25, 000 construction workers in the Summer of 1970. In the Maritimes, fish
ermen were jailed after defying fascist injunctions passed by the Nova Scotia 
government, sparking off a mammoth solidarity strike. Lackey Trudeau active
ly campaigns against the working class and supports these fascist government 
actions. For this he has been roundly praised by the mouth-piece of the Cana
dian compradors, the Globe and Mail, for "making a good academic case for 
the outlawing of strikes in the public sector".

ROYAL COMMISSION ON "SECURITY”
This report calls for closer cooperation with U. S. imperialism and its repres
sive and espionage organs, reorganisationof the immigration department to keep 
progressive people out and let the fascists in, greater use of deportations, pol
itical loyalty tests of all kinds, increased RCMP infiltration into the universit
ies, wider espionage functions for the RCMP to oppose the Canadian people and 
suppression of people who fight for the national liberation of the Quebec people 
and the anti-imperialist revolution of the Canadian people, labelled "violent sep
aratists and communists". Implementing the recommendations,there have been 
wide-spread political deportations, the most recent of Harsh Chaddha, a Univer
sity of Toronto student,on February 23, 1971. He was arrested in Toronto in 
August 1970 for distributing a revolutionary Indian journal to his compatriots 
and charged with "assaulting police", convicted and jailed. The RCMP is being 
reorganised and its budget increased by $23 million for 1971-1972. Fascist sup
pression of Quebec patriots and Canadian communists and anti-imperialist fight
ers has intensified. Outright attacks against the Communist Party of Canada 
(Marxist-Leninist) have resulted in over 120 arrests in 1970. Outright attacks 
against the Parti Communiste du Quebec (Marxiste-Leninist) have resulted in to 
date a total of over 500 unjustified arrests, 34 alone on October 16th, 1970 un
der the "War Measures Act". Fascist attacks against Progressive Books and

Popularizes Fascist  Eugenics
In a speech in November, 1969, at the Liberal Party Policy Conference in Harri
son Hot Springs, Trudeau, the arch-enemy of the people, told the Canadian people 
in no uncertain terms that monopoly capital will soon impose a eugenics program 
onto them. He stated: "In the seventies our attention will be directed to eugenics 
engineering. Our current experiments with faster laying chickens could lead to 
greater control over human reproduction." Taking up Trudeau's proposal, the 
C.B.C. immediately presented a program to do propaganda for fascist eugenics. 
This nonsense has absolutely no scientific basis, assumes off-handedly that all 
behaviour, including agressiveness, intelligence,-emotional vigour, etc., is gen
etically controlled and that environment plays no role. Reminiscent of the plans 
and statements of Hitlerite Nazism and fascism, the most notorious eugenists of 
all times, Trudeau's anti-people ideas are against the interests of the vast maj
ority of the people who want a fundamental change in society, not in their "genes'!

ly oppressed by U.S. monopoly capital and large monopoly farms, held a
militant tractor demonstration to denounce Trudeau. All across the prairies 
in 1969 there were demonstrations against sell-out policies. Instead of res
ponding to the just anger, Trudeau said he was "insulted" by the farmers 
slogans and would not talk to them! Thus spoke the pious man: I will not 
speak to you because you are insulting me. He would like us to grovel be
fore him as Mussolini and Hitler expected!

Periodicals have been made in Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa, Winnipeg and Hali
fax in Canada and the bookstores in Lachine, Quebec City and three areas of 
Montreal were attacked, ransacked and closed by the fascist police and the col
onialist army. Other groups and organisations have been the targets of this re
pression - wherever people stand up against U. S. imperialism, for an independ
ent and democratic Canada and for the national liberation struggle of the Quebec 
people this has been the case. In Toronto alone over 80 people were unjustifiab
ly arrested for opposing the U. S. aggression against Cambodia in May 1970.

PREPARATIONS FOR ARMED TERROR
1) Re-organisation of the army to deal with, as Defence Minster MacDonald says, 

the "urban guerilla in Canada as well as Quebec".
2) Re-inforcement of police forces, constructions of new jails, courts under the 

banner of "public safety". In Montreal there are 1400 "riot" police out cf a 
force of 4000.

3) Emergency Measures Organisation is being changed from fighting "nuclear at
tack effects" to "riot control".

4) Use of courts to charge anti-imperialists and communists under the "Criminal 
Code" and send them to jail, thus camouflaging the political crimes of the 
compradors.

5) Outright fascist legislation has been imposed to stifle the national liberation 
struggle of Quebec. There were the "10-Points" of the Provincial govern
ment in 1969 and the "War Measures Act" and the "Public Order Act" in the 
Fall of 1970.

6) The Federal White Paper on Native Indians plans to smash up their culture 
and fundamental rights by propping up "Elected Councils" in the reserves which 
are protected by the RCMP, by making Indian people slaves of "Federal Develop
ment Programmes", and plotting the termination of inherited rights through ab
rogation of the Treaties under the hoax of "making the Indians equals before the 
law", thus removing all "special priviledges". The compradors are also treach
erously pushing for the formation of "Indian Police" as part of so-called "com
munity control". Militant Indians like Patrick Sayers who threw a molotoV 
cocktail into the Parliament buildings in Ottawa are jailed and declared "insane" 
to stop them from spreading Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought among the 
Indian people.

TRUDEAU’ S CONTEMPT FOR THE QUEBEC PEOPLE
In 1958 he said the main problem was that the Quebec people "Just didn't like 
democracy". In 1968 during his campaign for Prime Minster he told students 
in Ottawa that the Quebecois speak a "lousy French". In September 1970 he 
threatened that people who "riot" can expect " a boot in the tail from the police" 
and fulfilling this threat he initiated the War Measures Act to jail, what he call
ed "dangerous and violent men", i.e., all those who work for the national liber
ation of the Quebec people. Recently he has come out with greater arrogance 
and vile by telling demonstrating Lapalme workers on Parliament Hill that they 
should "Mangez de la merde" (eat shit).



TRUDEAU S CONTEMPT FOR THE C A N A D IA N  PEOPLE
Ir  i e  —er : : 1970 he told newsmen that "If the Canadian people don't like 
our policies they can lump it" . To Halifax workers protesting the 2% "social 
security tax " and its 600 dollar ceiling, benefitting the rich, he said, "The rich 
were taxed to much anyway". In July 1969, he told the prairie  farm ers protest- 
--■r laraans: the farm policies of the compradors that "they should get off the land 
altogether’’. When they shouted him down for this he said he would leave because 
he insulted". THIS FASCIST ARROGANCE, THIS CONTEMPT AND BE
TRAYAL OF THE PEOPLE'S INTERESTS HAS EARNED THE CANADIAN COM
PRADORS THE UTTER HATRED AND CONTEMPT OF THE CANADIAN AND 
QUEBEC PEOPLE!

THE PUPPETS OF THE U.S. IMPERIALIST PUPPET 
Every time the people rise  to denounce Trudeau for his crim es, the compradors 
and the U.S. lackey police place their "trust" in a handful of fifth columnists with
in the ranks of the people to defuse and pacify the people's just wrath. At demon
strations in Winnipeg and Vancouver, a contingent of the holy alliance of the "left" 
consisting of revisionists, tro tskyists, social democrats and other liberal bour
geois reform ists actively colluded with the police right from the beginning in order 
to protect Trudeau's hide and subvert the aspirations of the Canadian working class 
and people. They did this by: (1) raising abstract, meaningless slogans — eg.
"Just Society, Just for the rich", (2) after "m arshalling the dem onstrators", they 
invited Trudeau to share the platform in Vancouver, then their speaker attacked 
and slandered the progressive people for so thoroughly denouncing Trudeau thathe 
began to shake and wither. She said: "I hope I won't have to apologize to the Prime 
M in ister." After physically attacking a young woman who denounced him, lackey 
Trudeau, turning truth on its head, praised the agent as "a fine and courageous 
young woman." (3) In Winnipeg, Trotskyists and revisionists actually shoved 
people, who were shouting "Death to Fascism !" and "Let him go! Let him go!", 
from coming to the aid of a Communist worker right at the critical time when,after 
denouncing Trudeau, he was cowardly attacked by five police goons. This fifth co
lumn, who neverattacks the ruling class, told the angry people to "move on", "we 
don't want a confrontation."
For March 3, the holy alliance is already frenziedly running around in hysteria to 
oppose national liberation in Quebec and divert the anti-im perialist revolution in 
Canada. They assist the U. S. im perialists-by perpetuating the hoax that open vio
lence by the bourgeois state machine under the War M easures Act only applies to 
Quebec and that Canada has bourgeois "civil liberties" and "civil rights". For some 
time, the revisionists, who send telegram s almost weekly to Ottawa, have been 
promoting and mystifying Trudeau by reprinting quotations from h 's  writings which 
suggest somehow that he was once-upon-a-time a 'libertarian", and not a fascist. 
With the Trotskyists , they say that the main problem is not one of the oppressed 
uniting to overthrow the oppressor, the U. S. monopoly capitalist class and its 
lackeys, but one of restoring bourgeois democracy.

'tis the final conflict,
Let each stand in his place. 
The Internationale 
Shall be the human race.
'tis  the final conflict.
Let each stand in his place! 
The Internationale 
shall be the human race.

JO IN  THE PEOPLE’S 
REVOLUTIONARY AREA

COMMITTEE IN  YOUR AREA
For contacts in your area write to:

P.0. Box 264, Adelaide Station,
Toronto 1 - Ontario.

Support the THREE REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENTS-
COMBAT FASCISM ON THE IDEOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL FRONT !

OPPOSE FASCIST RULES AND REGULATIONS, BUILD RESISTANCE 
MOVEMENT TO THE ATTACKS OF FASCISTS. SOCIAL FASCISTS 

AND LACKEY POLICE AND ESTABLISH MASS DEMOCRACY 
AMONGST THE PEOPLE !

DEFEAT U .S. IMPERIALISM IN CANADA AND SUPPORT THE NATIONAL 
LIBERATION STRUGGLE OF QUEBEC !

THE INTERNATIONALE
A rise ye prisoners of starvation, Arise 
ye wretched of the earth.
For justice thunders condemnation, A 
better world's in birth.
No more tradition's chains shall bind us, 
A rise ye slaves no more in thrall.
The earth  shall r ise  on new foundations, 
We have been naught, we shall be all.

PRO-IMPERIALIST INTRIGUES
Under U. S. lackey Trudeau, the Canadian Compradors are continuously intriguing 
in support of im perialism , colonialism, and neo-colonialism. At the 18th Confer
ence of British Commonwealth Prim e M inisters held recently in Singapore, for 
example, Trudeau refused to take an open stand against the insistence by British 
im perialism  of its right to supply arm s to South Africa in disregard of Asian, 
African and Latin American countries' opposition. After the conference, Trudeau 
at the instigation of the U. S. im perialists intensified economic aid to the U. S. 
puppet Suharto regime in Indonesia, which fascistically slaughtered over 500,000 
patriotic and progressive Indonesians in the course of its U. S .-sponsored coup in 
the mid-60s. In January, 1971, the comprador Canadian Export Development Corp. 
— which subsidizes U. S. monopolies sales in foreign markets and thus exploits 
the Asian, African and Latin American people — gave a long-term  "loan" to the 
U. S. monopoly capitalist Collins Radio Co. of Dallas of $5. 8-million. This rep
resents 90 per cent of a $6 .4-million contract its Canadian subsidiary had recei
ved to build an extensive "communications system" for the U. S. South Korean 
fascist puppet regime of Chung Hee Park. Sub-contracts are- to be let to such 
anti-Canadian firm s as Northern E lectric, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bell Can
ada, itself controlled by U. S. monopoly capital and the biggest financier of fascism 
in Canada (the Canada Committee). The fascist South Korean regime has sent 
50,000 mercenary troops to Indo-China and harasses peace-loving South Koreans 
in Canada. All of the "aid and loan" schemes of the Canadian compradors abroad 
are organized along these lines. To obscure the U.S. policies of aggresion, plun
der and exploitation against the heroic struggle of the Laotian and Indo-Chinese 
people for national liberation and salvation, Sharp recently called for a meeting 
of the "neutralist" International Control Commission, which has admitted gather
ing information for use by U. S. troops in Vietnam. The Canadian compradors 
wish us to believe that im perialism  is sensible and can be negotiated and persuaded 
out of its basic predatory nature. Against this policy of betrayal,, the Canadian 
and Quebec people, and Afro-Asians resident in the two nations, have recently 
held militant demonstrations in solidarity with the just struggle of the Laotian and 
the Indo-Chinese people for national liberation. Instead of applauding the growing 
bonds of solidarity in the world anti-im perialist and socialist revolution, Trud
eau travelledthroughoutthe Pacific in the late spring last year saying that perhaps 
U.S. im perialism  was not so bad after all.

ANTI-IMPERIALIST, ANTI-FASCIST DEMONSTRATIONS 
ACROSS CANADA

Everywhere in Canada lackey Trudeau goes, he is angrily met by the broad masses 
who see in this ideal im perialist man someone who is: (1) totally loyal to U. S. 
im perialism , (2) completely decadent and parasitical in life style and ideology, 
and thus pro noting that in politics, and (3) completely against the broad m asses 
of the Canadian and Quebec working class and people; Denouncing lackey Trudeau 
has become an everyday affair.
—In 1968 the Quebec people had no illusions about tra ito r Trudeau. On June 24, 
1968, while reviewing the St. Jean Baptiste parade in Montreal, the Trudeau clique 
was suddenly confronted with a large militant demonstration . Un
able to defend his policies among the people, the police were ordered to attack, 
igniting a vigorous tit-fo r-ta t struggle with rocks and bottles raining unceremon
iously on the reviewing stand.
— In Montreal, in July 1969, patriotic Quebec people denounced him for his slavish 
reception of im perialist chieftain and assassin  Nixon at Man and His World.
—Over 8,000 enraged small and poor farm ers held massive demonstrations July 
12-19, 1969, On the P ra iries to break up his "meet the people" campaign and con
demn him for saying that "they should get off the land altogether" and sell out to 
U.S. monopolies. In Ashmount, 200farmers constructed a staunch scaffold warn
ing lackey Trudeau of his certain fate if he persists with his policies.
—In Vancouver, on Aug. 8, 1969, lackey Trudeau was resolutely denounced by the 
broad m asses who chased him into a sham $50-a-plate banquet in the Centennial 
Centre after he physically attacked a young woman who forthrightly told him to 
"Hustle Grain, Not W omen." A fire was set outside the door locked by'the police 
in fright.
—In Toronto, onAug.15, 1969, three young revolutionaries defied RCMP goons 

to denounce him on Toronto Island.
—In Chicoutimi, Feb. 1970, two brave Quebec patriots splattered his face with 
tomatoes, turning his lackey smile into a sickly grin.
—In Winnipeg, March 20, 1970, at another $50-a-plate celebration, he was twice 
resolutely denounced, outside and inside the Centennial Centre where he thought 
himself safe from the people's revolutionary wrath.
—On June 11, 1970, he took his hysterical "rain  check" out of Toronto and, 
thinking to escape, scampered off to W estern Ontario. But the lively red posters 
again lined his whole route! On June 19, in Hanover, small farm ers issued rev
olutionary leaflets exposing his service to U.S. monopoly agricultural interests 
and, the next day, in Sarnia, he was denounced midst booing postal workers for 
his treacherous policies and told "The Canadian people will hang you."
—In the fall of 1970, undeterred by the efforts of a handful of opportunists andm is- 
leaders, thousands of progressive Canadians held anti-im perialist demonstrations 
coast to coast to denounce the U. S. im perialist plunder of our land and our people 
which Trudeau serves.
—On Feb. 14, 1971, over two hundred young Canadians led by a young woman with 
a red flag demonstrated in protest against Trudeau's "visit" to Regina.

What seemed to be a remote possibility is becoming increasingly inevitable. All 
domination by Trudeau's m aster is being questionned. Everything under the 
economic, political and cultural control by the U. S. im perialists is coming under 
fire . The people want nothing less than the defeat of U. S. im perialism  and the 
building of socialism under the dictatorship of the proletariat in Canada.

RESOLUTE SUPPORT T O  THE
N A T IO N A L  LIBERATION STRUGGLE OF THE QUEBEC PEOPLE!
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